ABSTRACT

Purpose- Agricultural production is under heavy pressure based upon increasing world population and significant changes in the climate. In this study, the concept of digital agriculture practices and their effects on agricultural productivity is discussed. An evaluation of current circumstance is made through the cases of Doktar Inc. and Tarla.io which are digital agriculture companies located in Turkey.

Methodology- This study has utilized case method to evaluate the current circumstance of digital agriculture applications in Turkey. Since digital agriculture is an area that is still in early development stage in Turkey, case method is one of the most suitable methods. 11 open-ended questions and subsequent interviews sent to Doktor Inc. and Tarla.io General Managers via e-mail and answers are evaluated with other collected data.

Findings- Digital agriculture applications are in the early development stage in Turkey. The companies that are discussed in the paper have made meaningful progress regarding raising awareness of farmers and other involved parts of agriculture sector in Turkey. While the penetration of the two companies is currently not enough both as volume and quantity, the applications used for digital agriculture by them are parallel with the applications in developed countries.

Conclusion- Digital agriculture practices in Turkey have yet to be implemented in very limited, but there are steps to be taken to acceleration. To develop digital farming in Turkey, supports of government have strategic priorities. In this context, the development of a digital agriculture action plan and supporting of this strategy with related policies and implementations, like in the EU countries and USA, will enable the expansion of agricultural production vision in Turkey. Technopolis and incubation centers of universities will be able to transform the accumulated scientific knowledge into initiatives and create a digital agriculture-focused ecosystem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Turkey is located on a geographical position hosted to various civilizations throughout history (Assyrian, Hittite, Byzantine, Seljuk, Ottoman Empire). Because of different climate characteristics according to the regions and Anatolia had also been a world trade center, these civilizations mostly performed agricultural activities in many areas and species (Doğan, Arslan ve Berkman, 2015: 32).
The report published by Turkish Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges (TOBB in Turkish, 2013) states that Turkey, in agricultural production, is among the top 10, with the growing many such as hazelnut or cherry. However, the report shows that Turkey lags behind the world about total factor productivity and Turkey’s technical activity has been decreased.

Examining the total of the world on the other hand, the population of the world is expected to reach 9.2 billion by the year 2050. The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) foresees that farmers should produce 70% more to satisfy this demand when comparing the year 2006 (WBCSD 2008). According to the OECD (2012) report, water used in agriculture activities for about 70% of world’s total water usage while according to WBCSD (2009) report, water usage of many developing countries causes to over %90 water consumption.

All these developments require producers to use new generation farming models instead of traditional farming methods in order to preserve sustainability in agriculture. In recent years, with the developments in communication technologies, the sectors that have had no or very limited relationships, seem to feed each other recently and these interactions have resulted in high added value.

Byerlee et al. (2009) states that globalization affects the agriculture sector and that situation leads to usage of new technologies in their work. They also emphasized that developing countries such as India and Brazil are introducing high value-added agricultural products to the market. In this case, the agricultural export amount of developed countries is mainly composed of products with high added value while innovation makes possible to get products with high added value products.

Innovation is considered as an important way of achieving much more with fewer resources and effort (Avşar and Avşar, 2014: 380). Juma (2015) states that enriching raw material by innovation in accordance with world’s changing economic, political and ecologic conditions, contributes to the processing, packaging, storage, distribution, and safety of food after the production. Tüyüşoğlu and Sarac (2012) also reached the conclusion that tendency to innovation in agriculture by ensuring the efficiency of production with the whole processes, increases to the economic growth.

The agricultural sector has been following technological developments and benefiting from these developments for many years. Developments in satellite, GPS (Global Positioning System), GIS (Geographic Information System) and other mobile communication technologies have provided to an emergence of precision agriculture implementations (López-Riquelme et al. 2016). Especially in recent years, developments in communication technologies such as cloud computing and internet of things have combined with other developments such as artificial intelligence, robotic technologies, and big data analysis allows starting the fourth revolution, in other words, digital agriculture, for the agricultural sector (Dong et al. 2013; Tan 2016).

The theoretical basis of digital agriculture is covered and two cases of digital agriculture applications from Turkey is evaluated in the further sections. Suggestions for the faster development of digital agriculture applications in Turkey are made in the conclusion.

2. DIGITAL AGRICULTURE

As expected, agriculture technology sector has been changing like as other sectors and progressing towards becoming a knowledge-intensive enterprise. With this change, traditional production systems have been transforming into modern, productive and innovative systems (Andrade-SanchezandHeun 2010). Recently, the farmers have experienced that managerial activities also turn new paradigms besides production and this situation require more interaction with environmental factors (Sørensen et al., 2010). The concept of agriculture in recent times and in the near future means; the agriculture with water saving, intelligent agriculture, high-quality, high-efficiency, non-polluting agriculture. Digital agriculture is the most effective and necessary approach to realize all these transformations (Yane 2010).

Shen et al. (2010) describe digital agriculture as an implementation of the concept “digital world” proposed in the 90’s and the concept “precision agriculture” emphasizes agricultural production processes. Digital agriculture means the using of computer and communication technologies to increase profitability and sustainability in agriculture.

Digital agriculture brings together new opportunities, along with the widespread use of advanced, related, and data-intensive computer technologies, also called the industry 4.0 revolution, to the agriculture. With the digital agricultural tools, which can be used in all agricultural and livestock systems, optimization, high precision, real-time and customized information usage becomes possible of the management of resources, and that creates leverage effect in agricultural implementations (van ES et al. 2016; Deichman et al. 2016). Report written by GIFS (2015) claims that less than 20% of agricultural lands of the whole world are managed using digital agriculture technologies.

The Digital agriculture, also known as information-based agriculture model, places the processes of providing processing and interpreting digital data based on the agricultural production and management systems (Liang et al. 2002; Zhang 2011).
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Computerized systems and communication technologies need to be interactively benefitted to realize digital agriculture transformation. The components of digital agriculture are shown in Fig.1.

**Figure 1: Components of Digital Agriculture**

While providing seamless data storage and real-time reporting in the value chain, cloud computing, or cloud can be integrated into the agricultural process where objects can be directly derived from different sources with the Internet of Things (IoT), robotic technologies and drones. Finally, big data analysis is combining large amounts of synchronous and big data from all these different sources into meaningful information (van ES et al., 2016).

### 2.1. Big Data and Cloud Computing in Agriculture

Big data technologies play a vital role in the digital agriculture revolution. In digital agriculture period, while machines are equipped with all kinds of sensors to gauge data in their around, deep learning algorithms and machine behaviors can be generated as a result of analysis of these data. Hashem et.al (2015) defines big data as complements of techniques that require integration forms to distinguish unrecognized values from large scale, various and complex data sets. Big data enables farmers to view all production parameters of real-time operations and improve decision-making processes (IDEAGRO 2015). Data from internal sources have a leverage effect when integrated with data from external big data sources such as market data or competitors (Sun et al., 2013; Wolfert et al., 2017). Data production process is consisting 3 stages: process oriented data from traditional operating systems, data from IoT-based machines, and human-derived data (UNECE 2013):

- **Process Mediated**: Process-driven data, also known as data from traditional operating systems, is related to the activities of an enterprise, its customers, and of its operations (IRMA 2016).

- **Machine Generated**: Data derived from the internet of machines or objects, obtained from many sensors and intelligent machines used to record and measure agricultural activities. It ranges from simple sensor records to complex computer logs (Hashem 2015).

- **Human Sourced**: Human-derived data consists of personal experiences that interpreted subjectively. Social media data, personal blogs, and comments, pictures and videos are accepted in this category (Devlin 2013).

More accessible agricultural information makes it compulsory to collect more data and allows deeper insight. This cycle has come through the accumulation of more data and the development of more intensive agricultural knowledge over the years we have been. In recent years, analytic possibilities of agricultural data and sensor data have expanded with the use of multivariate statistical methods and "machine learning" artificial intelligence (Weltzien 2016).

Cloud computing is the basic infrastructure that enables intelligent farming implementations such as scalable calculations, software, data access and storage services (Kaloxyllos et al., 2012; Lakshmisudha et al. 2016). Through cloud computing, large-scale data can be stored with low investment cost and instant access to this data becomes possible (Chavali 2014).

Cloud computing contributes to the agriculture sector with a wide range of implementations;
• **Real-time monitoring and guidance in agricultural production**: Through cloud computing, agricultural production processes can be instantaneously viewed, controlled, and intervened immediately in the production process if required (Zhu et al. 2013).

• **Farm management system**: Cloud-based farm management systems enable farmers to enter data into the system time and space independently which enables managerial decisions to be up to date all time (Patel & Patel 2013; Ault 2013).

• **Data flow from external sources**: Cloud computing enables instantaneous acquisition of information for weather and other climatic conditions that may be needed during the agricultural activities and can be used directly in decision-making through interrelated devices (Goraya & Kaur 2015).

### 2.2. Internet of Things and Drones in Agriculture

Porter and Heppelmann (2014) claims that smart and connected devices will enable companies to face with the new competitive opportunities and threats by changing nature of the industry and the nature of competition. Smart and connected devices will lead many enterprises to ask the question "What are we doing?". According to O'Halloran and Kvochko (2015), over the next 10 years, IoT revolution will dramatically change sectors such as production, energy, agriculture, transportation and other industrial sectors that generate two-thirds of global GDP, when considered together.

Using IoT in agriculture will improve the functionality of existing tools by making the physical world a part of the information system through advanced networked innovative systems. By bringing together information from different sensors and RFID tags, IoT has unlimited potential application areas from monitoring of greenhouses to animals and agricultural machinery (Kaloxylos et al. 2012).

Through sensor networks, agriculture can be established regardless of geographical differences between scientists, farmers, and crops by linking to the Internet of Things. IoT technology enables efficient use of resources by allowing producers to make timely and appropriate decisions with real-time and accurate data (Savale et al., 2015; Balamurugan et al., 2016).

IoT supports agricultural enterprises with enough data to calculate how much wheat can be produced in a specific area in a given amount of seed, fertilizer, water and soil chemistry and weather. Agricultural enterprises can prepare sensitive production mixes to increase harvest yields through interconnected intelligent machines and cloud computing-based on big data analysis software (O'Halloran & Kvochko 2015).

Within the framework of sensitive agriculture implementations, satellites and air vehicles are used to provide information about agricultural areas for a long time. As result of developments in drone technology, the use of these tools for agricultural purposes has become widespread and it has become possible for farmers to access the images they need instantly or by remote control of activities such as pesticide applications at low cost (Malveaux et al 2014; Tripicchio et al). Drones that specially developed for agricultural applications, has sensitive sensors and imaging systems to detect pests and plant diseases (Doyle, van der Wal et al.2015).

### 3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The aim of this study is to examine the leading companies of Turkey, Doktar AŞ, and Tarla.io, in the field of "digital agriculture" with the help case method. According to Yin (1994), the case method asks "why" and "how" to the managers, preventing the manager from manipulating the research questions. In this direction, the data used in the research are obtained by analyzing the written and visual data from the internet environment with 11 open-ended questions and subsequent interviews sent to Doktor Inc and Tarla.io General Managers Tanzer Bilgen and Erdem Erikci via e-mail.

The reason for the use of case method analysis, which is a qualitative research method in the study, is due to the limited time for the research and that the mentioned issue is an area that is still developing in Turkey. With the growing number of companies interested in digital agriculture, qualitative and quantitative methods can be used together and the related literature can be expanded.

Another reason for using the case method in the study is the need for evaluating this subject in more holistic, objective and detailed manner in order not to have any preconceptions about the subject (Sönmez and Alacapinar, 2014: 91). The questions directed to the general manager of Doktor Inc. were sent in the electronic environment on 09.02.2017 and the answers were obtained on 17.03.2017. On the other hand, the General Manager of Tarla.io, Erdem Erikçi, was directed on 07.03.2017 and the answers were obtained on 09.03.2017. The answers and other collected data were evaluated together to reveal the sample application part of the study.

#### 3.1. Doktar Inc Company Profile

Doktar was founded in 2012 with the aim of producing digital solutions that will provide higher productivity and lower cost to Turkish farmers. With the services of Doktar projects, developed with various supports of The Scientific and
Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK); farmers start to benefit from the experts and information technology in the structure of Doktar to solve production problems, produce with modern and accurate techniques and informed about market demand throughout the season. Defined itself as a company of agricultural technology, Doktar provides farmers agricultural technical information with technology especially to small and medium scale farmers to solve problems in sector applications. The company received 75% of the grant for two projects with a budget of TL 650,000 within the scope of support program of TUBITAK until this time. The company delivers products and services developed specifically for farmers through many business partnerships and today more than 130,000 farmers use their services.

3.2. Tarla.io Company Profile

Tarla.io was established in Bilkent University Technopolis in Ankara at 2014 to design the digital state of agriculture in Turkey and in the world and to present it to the service of the farmers. Tarla.io, which was founded with the support of KOSGEB, has also received TUBITAK support after the establishment, has a foundation philosophy which is using the possibilities of information technology to ensure that people and nature can exist in harmony. Electronical Engineering Inc. parent company of Tarla.io identifies itself as a knowledge project focusing on sensitive agricultural technologies, is an innovation-focused company operating in the aerospace and meteorological fields.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Mobile Services Offered by Doktar Inc.

The Doktar was established in the Technopoli of Ege University to provide the technical information by utilizing various digital agriculture technologies that farmers need. The service called “Agriculture Doctor” in other words, the company’s most comprehensive service currently available is offering personalized agricultural consulting service to farmers from planting to harvesting, agricultural spraying calendar to watering calendar, based on field and product.

To deliver the service to farmers throughout Turkey, Doktar has been in partnership with Turkcell which is the largest GSM operator in Turkey. Both the Agriculture Doctor Service and the Agricultural Consultancy Services of Doktar are provided to farmers by this partnership. “Doktar Phenology Engine” by Doktar Inc. developed after the R&D project, would become a special algorithm that can simulate plant development. Within the scope of this project, 117 plants cultivated in Turkey are simulated and given information about when fertilization will take place from the time of sowing until the time of harvest and when to apply disinfectant, and how to be effective on agricultural revenues. In achieving the agricultural output, phenology plays a role in determining the first date of occurrence of natural events annually. By recording the times of these natural events, Doktar helps farmers to produce products based on more scientific registered data rather than observation. The Phenology Engine is used for farmers who subscribe to the service offered by the Doktor. On the other side, the company also has cloud computing and IoT applications.

4.2. Usage of Cloud, Big Data, and Internet of Things in the Services of Doktar Inc.

Doktar Inc. as a company focused on digital agriculture, offers all products and services to farmers through the cloud. Thanks to cloud computing, Doktor Inc. can instantly analyze farmers’ fields and crop data increases the efficiency by keeping all its systems on the cloud. Cloud computing will ensure that the services currently offered via mobile GSM operators can be offered over all devices that can be connected to the Internet in the short term.

Big data analysis is one of the services that the company plans to offer in the short term. Currently, the necessary infrastructure is being established both in terms of technological sense and in terms of access to big data. Services of the company, which are based on big data analysis, are expected to operationalize within 3 years. In this scope, Doktar who continues the work on the use of IoT technologies develops the product named “Mathematics of the Flavor”. Based on the Connected Agriculture method; "Mathematics of the Flavor" is based on three basic sources. First is an implementation given to the agricultural engineer, to collect what farmer does and match with the phenological development. Second, agricultural sensors; third is the satellite. Doktar benefits from technologies that try to mathematize differences between farmers who receive different crops under the same conditions. With the application of the Mathematics of the Flavor, the aim can be sampling in a microclimate place in Turkey to sow a product that does not grow in Turkey but grows in Argentina for example. Within this scope, Doktar performs temperature measurements in 8000 different points of Turkey.

4.3. Mobile Services Offered by Tarla.io

Tarla.io has the interpretation of measurements made from meteorological stations for each coordinate. Thus, even if there is no measuring station in the region, it still can make the most accurate estimate. In Tarla.io, decision support systems are created by including current or archival meteorological data, information about the biology of plants and soil characteristics. For example, by monitoring the temperature accumulation in a specific region, fertilizer recommendations can be made for the farm by estimating that the wheat is in the bolting phonology. Tarla.io benefits from mobile
communication technologies to present this analysis to farmers. This service, called TARLA.IO SMS, which is offered to farmers via mobile subscription.

Another reformed mobile service "Toros Çiftçi", has a special model for decomposing of organic matter and chemical fertilizers in the soil, estimating the movements in a soil, and optimizes the plant feed to reduce the environmental pollution caused by fertilization.

4.4. Usage of Cloud Computing, Big Data, and Internet of Things

Tarla.io benefits from cloud computing infrastructure, all products and services are provided with its own infrastructure. Besides the data obtained from the installed sensors, the storage and calculation of all data from other sources are carried out via cloud computing systems. Field management system “TARLA.IO ADMIN”, that designed to manage the operations of large food companies or agricultural firms, is supporting production planning of its users by presenting plant, weather and soil information in live stream. Service is currently being used by Konya Seker Coop. to manage operations involving 200.000 farmers and 100.000 farms. Operation infrastructure is carried out by entirely cloud computing.

“TARLA.IO RISK” is another service developed by the company for the use of agricultural credit and insurance institutions. It is a system that quantitatively determines the risk involved in agricultural applications by making use of archival meteorological and land data of a specific land. The system, which is designed to work entirely on the cloud computing infrastructure, enables forecasting of the profit that the funds spent on the field will be able to predict in advance and optimize credit and insurance decisions.

Although Tarla.io is a very busy data-driven enterprise, the size of the data it has just received, does not reach the size required for big data analysis. However, all the services of the enterprise which is required to have big data analysis capabilities as the number of users benefiting from products and services increases in the near future, are designed to perform these analyses. When the big data analysis process starts, the efficiency of the products and services offered by Tarla.io will reach a higher level.

"Nooli", an object of Internet of Things, developed within the scope of the project supported by TÜBİTAK, is a special sensor that sends the data from the field obtained by measuring the temperature and relative humidity of the air to the center of Tarla.io, thus provides the option of irrigation and spraying to the farmer on this point. The storage and calculation of data from Nooli are also carried out via the cloud system. Nooli sensor allows controlling the situation of fields in real time.

5. CONCLUSION

Turkey, which has approximately 23 million hectares of agricultural land, grows field crops in 66% of this area and grows fruit and vegetables in approximately 20%. In recent years, the agriculture sector in Turkey has not been able to grow economically and has faced problems such as productivity and efficiency. Digital agriculture practices in Turkey have yet to be implemented in very limited and there are steps to be taken to accelerate the transformation process.

Tanzer Bilgen, the founding partner of Doktar Inc, claims that the average age of farmers in Turkey is between 50-55, while the use of mobile and smart devices that are the basis of digital agriculture practices is also decreasing in this age group. It is especially important that young farmers have competence in agricultural technologies and digital agriculture applications, which are considered as sources of agricultural productivity and economic value added.

To develop digital farming in Turkey, supports of government have strategic importance. In this context, the development of a digital agriculture action plan and supporting of this strategy with related policies and implementations, like in the EU countries and USA, will enable the expansion of agricultural production vision in Turkey. It is important to support the establishment and research infrastructures of enterprises aiming to develop domestic digital agriculture practices and to encourage these enterprises like Doktar Inc and Tarla.io. Increasing the number of micro or large scale hybrid initiatives that combine data-oriented informatics expertise with agronomic expertise will open the way for innovative agricultural implementations.

Technopolises and incubation centers of universities will be able to transform the accumulated scientific knowledge into enterprises and create a digital agriculture-focused ecosystem. In this context, Doktar and Tarla.io, both Technopolis companies, are important exemplary enterprises. Besides, the enrichment of higher education curriculum and other educational options, to increase the competence of young farmers in digital farming applications, which will start to increase in the sector in the next few years, can speed up digital conversion.
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